
1 Introduction

Many problems in the field of artificial intelligence are considered ‘classification’ prob-

lems, where some algorithm must return information about new ‘instances’ based on

patterns in a provided training dataset. This thesis considers both Haar Classifier

Cascades – computer vision classifiers which detect objects – and the wider problem

of generic classifier learning. In the latter, a meta-classification technique created for

nearest-neighbour base classifiers is generalised as ‘virtual attribute subsetting’ to use a

variety of base classifiers. In object detection, Haar Classifier Cascades are modified to

improve their accuracy, and their behaviour, when trained and used to detect rotated

objects, is studied in detail.

1.1 Classifier learning

Classifier learning algorithms receive a dataset containing many instances, each con-

taining some attribute values and a class. They then attempt to learn a classifier which

can receive an instance with unknown class and return the class it belongs to.

The existing standard attribute subsetting algorithm learns multiple classifiers on

di!erent subsets of attributes from the training data. The virtual attribute subsetting

algorithm generalised in this thesis attempts to obtain some of the same advantages

from a single classifier. This is done by repeatedly setting some attribute values in

instances to classify to ‘unknown’ and running them through the single base classifier

to gain multiple classifications.

Virtual attribute subsetting is first tested as a general classification algorithm and

shown to increase the accuracy of single decision trees and rule sets. This is achieved

with no increase in training time, but some additional classification time. In the object

detection experiments summarised below it is also applied to Haar Classifier Cascades

for object detection, where it modifies the cascade stages used to make confidence

measurements. Tests show some accuracy benefits from doing so.
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1.2 Object detection

Object detection is a common computer vision problem: given a digital image, find all

subimages which represent objects of a given type, such as human faces, human bodies,

cars or fish. One algorithm which solves many object detection problems e!ectively

and e"ciently is the Haar Classifier Cascade (Viola & Jones, 2001b). As originally

implemented, Haar Classifier Cascades can only detect objects in a narrow range of

orientations, and return a binary classification for each image region. More recent work

has considered how to create and use cascades for rotated object detection (Jones &

Viola, 2003a; Kölsch & Turk, 2004a).

1.2.1 Detecting rotated objects

Three image sets are used in the object detection tests here: human faces, fish and

seahorses. The second two sets involve detecting marine creatures which do not main-

tain a consistent orientation. The existing work on rotated object detection by Haar

Classifier Cascades is therefore extended by testing a variety of cascade training and

image rotation options.

These tests show that detecting objects with a single cascade, while rotating the

image beneath it, is more accurate than detection by multiple cascades, each trained

to detect objects in di!erent orientation ranges. They also show that cascades for

detecting rotated objects should have their positive training samples perturbed over

an angle range approximately (but not always exactly) equal to the step between image

or cascade orientations.

1.2.2 Detection with confidence measures

While Haar Classifier Cascades as originally implemented have binary output, they

are modified here to return a numeric confidence measure, representing how much

the image region tested looks like the object to detect. This confidence measure is

implemented as a hill-climbing extension to the existing binary detection method, and

as a direct ‘confidence mapping’ algorithm.
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In tests, hill-climbing is usually better than the existing binary classification method,

and confidence mapping is almost always better than both. To achieve this improve-

ment, clusters of similarly-placed confidences in the confidence map are replaced by

a single local maximum confidence, with the deleted confidences added to it. Some-

times it is also beneficial to ignore negative results from early stages of the cascade and

evaluate later stages, although this significantly increases classification time.

1.2.3 Detected segment matching

The seahorse image set raises a new problem, because seahorses are too flexible to

be detected by a single cascade. Instead, separate seahorse head and body detectors

are trained, and algorithms to combine their output into whole seahorse detections

are created and tested. These combination algorithms make use of a formula that

returns the ‘cost’ of matching any head to any body segment. A designed cost formula

is compared with formulae learnt from detections on the training images; the learnt

formulae are usually superior. For low false positive/true positive rates the combined

seahorse detections are more accurate than either of the individual part detections.

1.3 Outline

Relevant literature is summarised in chapter 2, starting with classifier learning. This

includes two important multiple classifier learning techniques: attribute subsetting

(which inspired the virtual attribute subsetting algorithm in chapter 3) and boosting

(which is used in the object detection training that follows). Haar Classifier Cascades

for object detection are then described in detail, with comparisons between the original

implementation (Viola & Jones, 2001b), extensions allowing tilted features (Lienhart &

Maydt, 2002) and the OpenCV implementation used as a starting point for this thesis.

Finally, means of evaluating classifier learners and object detectors are considered.

The meta-classification technique of virtual attribute subsetting is introduced in

chapter 3. There, it is considered as a generic technique, and tested on standard clas-

sification problems, with comparisons against single classifiers and standard attribute

subsetting. The use of virtual attribute subsetting as an extension to Haar Classifier

Cascade confidence measurement is considered later, in chapter 6.
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The rest of the thesis deals with object detection, starting with chapter 4 which

describes the three image sets used, which contain faces, fish and seahorse segments

respectively. This chapter also discusses the decisions made in annotating the testing

images for later evaluation, and in choosing an existing face detection cascade.

The fish and seahorse image sets both contain rotated objects, so chapter 5 explains

how cascades were trained to detect them. This includes a thorough comparison of

di!erent choices in cascade training and rotation.

The face detection cascade selected in chapter 4, and the cascades trained in chap-

ter 5, are used again in chapter 6, which introduces the Haar Classifier Cascade con-

fidence measure. Its implementation is described there, followed by tests of its e!ec-

tiveness with various modifications.

To this point, all seahorse results involved separate head and body segment detec-

tions. Chapter 7 describes whole seahorse detection by matching those detections with

the aid of matching cost formulae and matching algorithms.

Finally, chapter 8 summarises the conclusions of this research and suggests possible

further work.


